APPENDIX A  
LIST OF ENCLOSURES

Note: Pages 2-14 listed enclosure are still classified as annotated
Subject: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF
FARSI ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB
805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

Encl: (1) Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command
appointing order to
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
5830 Ser
N013/003 dtd 13 Jan 16
(2) Convening Authority Supplemental Guidance, 5830 Ser
N01/008 dtd 21 Jan 16
(3) Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command
appointing order to
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
 streamlined, 5830 Ser N013/006 dtd 18 Jan 16
(4) Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command
Extension Ltr, 5830 Ser N013/020 dtd 7 Feb 16
(5) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement dtd 29
Jan 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Gunner
#2/Medic/Crewman #2 RCB 802
(6) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 30 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 4 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Coxswain RCB 802
(7) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 30 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 3 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Boat Captain RCB 802
(8) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 29 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 3 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Gunner #1/Crewman #1 RCB 802
(9) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 28 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Engineer RCB 802
(10) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 28 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 3 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Gunner #2/Crewman #2 RCB 805
(11) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 30 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Patrol Leader/Boat Captain RCB 805
(12) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 27 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Engineer RCB 805
(13) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 28 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Coxswain RCB 805
(14) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 28 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 3 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Gunner
#1/Crewman #1 RCB 805
(15) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
dtd 5 Feb 16
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARSI ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(16) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 11 Feb 16
(17) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 15 Feb 16
(18) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 9 Feb 16
(19) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 16 Feb 16
(20) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 29 Jan 16
(21) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 3 Feb 16
(22) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 12 Feb 16
(23) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 6 Feb 16 (S)
(24) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 11 Feb 16 (S)
(25) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statements, dtd 14 Jan 16 and 8 Feb 16 of [Redacted]
(26) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 4 Feb 16
(27) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 14 Feb 16
(28) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 11 Feb 16
(29) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 12 Feb 16
(30) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 8 Feb 16
(31) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 9 Feb 16 (S)
(32) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 15 Feb 16
(33) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 3 Feb 16
(34) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 12 Feb 16 of [Redacted]
(35) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 5 Feb 16
(36) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of [Redacted], dtd 16 Feb 16 (S)
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARSİ ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS [RCB 802 AND RCB 805] ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(37) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 13 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)

(38) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 19 Feb 16 (S)

(39) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 3 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 4 Feb 16 of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)

(40) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 21 Feb 16

(41) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 3 Feb 16

(42) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 15 Feb 16

(43) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 11 Feb 16

(44) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 8 Feb 16

(45) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 4 Feb 16

(46) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 7 Feb 16

(47) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 16 Feb 16 of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)

(48) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 14 Feb 16

(49) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 3 Feb 16 (S)

(50) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 11 Feb 16

(51) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 11 Feb 16

(52) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)

(53) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 12 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)

(54) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 11 Feb 16

(55) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 29 Jan 16

(56) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 3 Feb 16

(57) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) dtd 4 Feb 16 (S)
Subject: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF PARSII ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(58) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 6 Feb 16
(59) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 5 Feb 16
(60) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 3 Feb 16
(61) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 6 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) (S)
(62) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 9 Feb 16
(63) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 13 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
(64) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 5 Feb 16
(65) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 4 Feb 16
(66) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 18 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 13 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) (S)
(67) Privacy Act Statement dtd 14 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6) (Unsigned)
(68) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 3 Feb 16
(69) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 13 Feb 16
(70) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 6 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 7 Jan 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
(71) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 11 Feb 16
(72) Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 2 Feb 16
(73) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 7 Feb 16
(74) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 5 Feb 16
(75) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 5 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
(76) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6), dtd 2 Feb 16
(77) Privacy Act Statement dtd 13 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement dtd 11 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
(78) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 14 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statements, dtd 11 Feb 16 and 15 Feb 16 of
(b)(3) 10 U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FAXT ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCH 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(79) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 14 Feb 16
(80) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 6 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of...
(81) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 4 Feb 16
(82) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 28 Jan 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 29 Jan 16 of...
(83) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 11 Feb 16 (S)
(84) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 5 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of...
(85) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 2 Feb 16
(86) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 11 Feb 16
(87) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 10 Feb 16
(88) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 9 Feb 16 (FOUO)
(89) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 5 Feb 16
(90) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of...
(91) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 12 Feb 16
(92) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 18 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 13 Feb 16 of...
(93) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 2 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 8 Feb 16 of...
(94) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 12 Feb 16
(95) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 11 Feb 16
(96) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 12 Feb 16
(97) Privacy Act Statement, dtd 10 Feb 16 and Voluntary Statement, dtd 11 Feb 16 of...
(98) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 5 Feb 16
(99) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of ... dtd 7 Feb 16
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF
FARSI ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB
805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(100) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
app in U.S. Code § 130b; dtd 4 Feb 16
(101) Privacy Act Statement and Voluntary Statement of
app in U.S. Code § 130b; dtd 15 Feb 16
(102) Privacy Act Statements, dtd 25 Jan 16 and Voluntary
Statement, dtd 10 Feb 16 and 23 Feb 16 of
app in U.S. Code § 130b; (b)(6)
(103) Commander, Coastal Riverine Group ONE and
Commander, Coastal Riverine Group TWO ltr 1000 Ser
N00/528 of 11 Aug 14 (FOUO)
(104) Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command ltr
1000 Ser N14/582 of 19 Aug 14
(105) Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command ltr 5310 Ser
N18/115 of 9 Apr 15
(106) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/12U102172 of 18 Dec 12
(Canc: Dec 13)
(107) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/12U102124 of 10 Sep 12
(Canc: Aug 13)
(108) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/13U102280 of 4 Oct 13
(Canc: Oct 14)
(109) Future Operations Department email to
CTF 55 N3 Department Head Subj: Route KNB
to Bahrain, dtd 11 Jan 16 at 1649L (S)
(110) Future Operations Department email to
CTF 55 N3 LCPO Subj: Route KNB
to Bahrain, dtd 11 Jan 16 at 1658L (S)
(111) CTF 55 LCPO email to
Subj: Route KNB to Bahrain dtd 11 Jan 16 at
1805L (S)
(112) CRS-3 Commanding Officer email to
CTF-56 Commanding Officer Subj: 12 Jan
RCB Transit, dtd 11 Jan 16 at 1837L (S)
(113) Current Operations email to
CTF-56 Chief Staff Officer Subj:
Refuel plan and “breakdown overwatch” for RCBs
during transit from KNB to Bahrain, dtd 11 Jan
12 at 1900L (S)
(114) CTF 56 Current Operations email to
Fleet Watch Officer Bahrain; Inputs into CSF DIOM for 13 Jan, dtd 12 Jan 16 at
1039L (SEL//REL)
(115) C5F Fleet Watch Officer Bahrain email
to Battle Watch Center Bahrain N3; CTF55 BWC Email
Subj: CTF 56 Movements, dtd 12 Jan 16 at 1051L (S)
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARSİ ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(116) CRS-3 Commanding Officer email to CRS-3 Deputy Commander PCRON ONE Subj: Investigation Contact Sheet, dtd 19 Feb 16 at 0354L

(117) email to Subj: CONOP for NSA Support-NOFORN.pptx, dtd 12 Jan 16 at 0150L (S//NF)

(118) CDI CORP email to NSWCCD Little Creek Subj: OCONUS update 1-11-2016/1-12-2016, dtd 12 Jan 16 at 0545L

(119) CDI CORP email to NSWCCD Little Creek Subj: RCB Status on 1-12-2016, dtd 13 Jan 16 at 0918L

(120) email to Subj: 12 Jan RCB Transit Subj: 12 Jan RCB Transit, dtd 12 Jan 16 0148L (S)

(121) email to Subj: C5F Commanders Intent and Guidance, dtd 18 Dec 15 1046L (S)

(122) email to Subj: Route Kuwait Naval Base to Bahrain, dtd 11 Jan 16 1614L (S)

(123) email to Subj: 12 Jan RCB Transit, dtd 11 Jan 16 1837L (S)

(124) email to Subj: Investigation Contact Sheet, dtd 19 Feb 16 0354L w/Nav Test Spreadsheet Master.xlsx

(125) HSTSG BWC (CVN 75) to CUSNC-Battle Watch Center N3 Bahrain, Subj: BTB Transcript, dtd 13 Jan 16 0235L (S)

(126) email to Subj: RFI Answers and Log Questions, dtd 23 Jan 16 at 1410L (S)

(127) email to Subj: RFB Refuel Plan BN to Bahrain, dtd 12 Jan 16 0100L (S)

(128) email to Subj: Commanders Intent, 24 Jan 16 1822L (S//NF)

(129) email to Subj: Force Navigator Stuff, dtd 22 Jan 16 at 2101L

(130) COMCORIVGRU ONE 161732Z JUL 15, CRS-3 DEPOR (S)

(131) COMCORIVGRU ONE 151949Z JUL 15, Deployment (S) Certification Recommendation ICO CORIVRON THREE

(132) COMPRFTHFLT 171240Z DEC 15, Commanders Intent and Guidance Update #1 (S//REL)

(133) COMTHIRDFLT 060038Z AUG 15, Deployment Certification ICO CORIVRON THREE (S)
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FASRI ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(134) CTF 56 111705Z JAN 16 Fragmentary Order 0001 (S/NF)
(135) CTG 56.7 291011Z DEC 15, Casualty Report 15116-Initial (C)
(136) CTG 56.7 121212Z JAN 16, Equipment Cannibalization Request
(137) CTG 56.7 081218Z JAN 16, Casualty Report 16004-Initial (C)
(138) CTG 56.7 130439Z JAN 16, Casualty Correct 15116
(139) CTG 56.7 121145Z JAN 16, Casualty Report 15116-Update-01 (C)
(140) CTG 56.7 011322Z FEB 16, Casualty Report 16009-Initial (C)
(141) CTG 56.7 120600Z AUG 15, CTG 56.7 Mission Assumption
(142) CTF 56 181535Z JUL 15, CTG 56.7 Predeployment Order (C)
(143) COMFIFTHFLT 120003Z JAN 16, Daily Intentions and Orders (S/REL USA, OMN, QAT, NATO CMFC)
(144) COMFIFTHFLT 130003Z JAN 16, Daily Intentions and Orders (S/REL USA, OMN, QAT, NATO CMFC)
(145) COMFIFTHFLT 130003Z OCT 15, Daily Intentions and Orders (S/REL USA, OMN, QAT, NATO CMFC)
(146) Force Tracking Number (FTN) 1130C050930 for Jebel Ali Mobile Security Force (S/NF)
(147) Force Tracking Number (FTN) 1150C055313 for Kuwait Mobile Security Force (S/NF)
(148) Force Tracking Number (FTN) 1150C063552 for Bahrain RCB Detachment (S/NF)
(149) COMFIFTHFLT 022000Z JUN 14, COMFIFTHFLT OPTASK Common Tactical Picture (S/REL)
(150) COMUSNAVCENT 061452Z JAN 14, COMFIFTHFLT OPTASK Visual Information (S/REL)
(151) (U//FOUO) HQ USCENTCOM MACDILL AFB FL 241645Z MAR 15, USCENTCOM FY15-16 Theater Training Requirements
(152) COMUSNAVCENT 120744Z MAR 13, OPTASK RIVERINE COMMAND BOAT (RCB) (S/NF)
(153) CTG 56.7 251222Z JUL 14 OPTASK COMMS (S/NF)
(154) CNO WASHINGTON DC 101814Z NOV 05 (NAVADMIN 288/05), Vessel Sovereign Immunity and Crew List Policy (S/NF)
(155) Coastal Riverine Force Update Brief, dtd Apr 12
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRY INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARSÍ ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(156) Command and Control Mitigation Option dtd 16 Sep 15 (S/REL)
(157) CORIVRON THREE, Deployment Confirmation Brief to CORIVGRU ONE, dtd 16 Jul 15 (S/NF)
(158) Common Geospatial Navigation Toolkit Layout Brief, dtd 22 Feb 16
(159) Common Geospatial Navigation Toolkit Track Brief, dtd 24 Feb 16
(160) Common Geospatial Navigation Toolkit RCB Leaving Farsi Island Brief, dtd 25 Feb 16
(161) CTF 56 CCB Support for Central Arabian Gulf, dtd 06 Jan 16 (S/NF)
(162) CTG 56.7 Carrier Strike CONOPS, dtd 07 Oct 15 (S)
(163) CTU 56.7.3 Riverine Command Boat Transit 12 Jan PowerPoint (S/REL USA, FVEY)
(164) Merger Resource Planning Team Brief dtd 30 Jun 11
(165) Navy Expeditionary Combat Command POM-17 Brief, dtd 18 Nov 14 (U/FOUO) (Pre Decisional)
(166) Navy Expeditionary Combat Command POM-18 Brief, dtd 20 Oct 15 (U/FOUO) (Pre Decisional)
(167) U.S. Fleet Forces Command Assessments Brief, dtd 18 Jan 13 (FOUO)
(168) RCB 802 Deck Log, dtd 12 Jan 16 (Green Log Book x2)
(169) RCB 805 Deck Log, dtd 12 Jan 16 (Green Log Book)
(170) CDS 50 Night Orders 12 Jan 16 - 13 Jan 16 (CTF 55) Battle Watch/STWO Passdown Log (S/NF)
(171) CTF 56 Maritime Operations Center (MOC) Watch Officer Log (BAH) ending 13 Jan 16 at 53/506 (Green Log Book) (S)
(172) CRS-3 Predeployment Training Spreadsheet (S)
(173) CTG 56.7 Chat Log dtd 12 Jan 16 (S)
(174) CTU 56.7.4 TOC Log (Bahrain) from 12-14 Jan 16
(175) CUSNC Battle Watch Center MOC Update: FIFTH Fleet RCB Isolation and Recovery email 13 Jan 2016 at 1800L (S)
(176) CTG 56.7 MOC (Jebel Ali, UAE) Log ending 14 Jan 16 at 0547Z (S)
(177) CTU 56.7.3 Log, dtd 15 Oct 15 - 13 Jan 16 (Green Log Book)
(178) CTG 56.7 Command and Control Diagram
(179) NAVCENT BWC Chat Log 130001C Jan 2016 to 132359C Jan 15 (S/NF)
(180) USS ANZIO Chat Log of 12 Jan 16
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF
FARSI ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB
805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(181) USCGC MONOMOY Whisper Chat w/CTG 56.7
(182) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Law of Armed Conflict,
Standing Rules of Engagement, and Standing Rules on
the Use of Force Brief (on CD)
(183) NAVCENT FWO Log 110530Z Jan 16 to
120530Z Jan 16 (S//NF)
(184) NAVCENT FWO Log 120530Z Jan 2016 to
130530Z Jan 2016 (S//NF)
(185) NAVCENT FWO Log 130530Z Jan 16 to
140530Z Jan 16 (S//NF)
(186) NAVCENT BWC Log 140001C Jan 2016 to
142359C Jan 2015 (S//NF)
(187) NAVCENT BWC Chat Log 120001C Jan 2016 to
122359C Jan 15 (S//NF)
(188) MOCWO Issues and Status Log, dtd 12 Jan 16 (S)
(189) USS HARRY S. TRUMAN (CVN 75) Deck Log,
dtd 12 Jan 16
(190) NAVCENT Handwritten Log, dtd 12 Jan 16
(191) Navigation Charts Recovered from RCBs 802/805
(192) Website: https://dzone.com/articles/war-fighternetbeans-platform
(193) Website: https://www.facebook.com/Exercise.CARAT/
info?tab=page_info
(194) Website: http://www.cusnc.navy.mil/Task-Forces
(195) Website: http://platform.netbeans.org/
(196) C5F Battle Watch Officer Watchbill for 27 Dec 15 to
29 Jan 16
(197) CTF 55/CDS 50 Command Watchbill for January 2016
dtd 24 Jan 16
(198) CTF 56 MOC (Bahrain) Watchbill for January 2016
(199) Watchbill for CTU 56.7.4
(200) Watchbill for C Company ULTRA/FEF
(201) Blue Force Track Data, dtd 12 Jan 16 (S//NF)
(202) CTG 56.7 Night Orders 11-12 Jan 16
(203) CTG 56.7 Night Orders 12-13 Jan 16
(204) C5F Scheme of Maneuver 12 October 2015
(S//REL)
(205) C5F Scheme of Maneuver 13 October 2015
(S//REL)
(206) C5F Scheme of Maneuver 14 October 2015
(S//REL)
(207) Department of State Documents re Iran
(208) CENTCOM Posture Statement (Excerpts)
Subj: Command Investigation to inquire into incident in the vicinity of Farsi Island Involving two Riverine Command boats (RCB 802 and RCB 805) on or about 12 January 2016

(209) E.O. 13526 1.4(a) CRS-3 Bahrain Officer in Charge Designation ltr, 1220 ADM dtd 14 Jul 15

(210) E.O. 13526 1.4(a) CRS-3 Kuwait Officer in Charge Designation ltr, 1220 ADM dtd 14 Jul 15

(211) Adjudication of Final Fleet Manpower Document for Coastal Riverine Squadron 5310 Ser N12/006 dtd 27 Jan 15

(212) C5F Scheme of Maneuver 6 December 2015 (S/REL)

(213) C5F Scheme of Maneuver 18 December 2015 (S/REL)

(214) CUSNC Battle Watch Center email: RCB Isolation Next of Kin Notification Commenced 13 Jan 2016 0351L (S)

(215) COMPHTHFLT 121630Z JAN 16 OPREP-3 NAVY BLUE/001 (S)

(216) COMPHTHFLT 122230Z JAN 16 OPREP-3 NAVY BLUE/001A (S)

(217) COMPHTHFLT 131225Z JAN 16 OPREP-3 NAVY BLUE/001B (S)

(218) USCGC MONOMOY Account of Event 12-13 Jan 16 (S/NF)

(219) Army Watercraft Approved PIM Track from KNB to Bahrain

(220) Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE WebSked Approved Events Schedule Aug 14-Aug 15 (S)

(221) Training Syllabus for Safe Boats International RCB Familiarization

(222) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, Unit Level Training Schedule

(223) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, Unit Level Training (Maritime) Schedule of Events for Charlie Company Blue Section

(224) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, Patrol Brief, dtd 23 Feb 16 (FOO0//NF)

(225) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, Patrol Brief, dtd 2-6 Mar 15 (FOO0//NF)

(226) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, Patrol Brief, dtd 9-13 Mar 15 (FOO0//NF)

(227) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Training and Evaluation Unit, C Company Live Fire Brief, dtd Mar 15

(228) Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE, Unit Level Training and Readiness Assessment/Final Evaluation Problem Master Scenario Event List
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARNWORTH ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(229) Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE, Plan of Intended Movement from San Diego Harbor to Mission Bay
(230) Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE, C Company Range Brief, dtd 23 Apr 15
(231) Riverine Command Boat Job Qualification Requirement
(232) Combined Task Force 56 Storyboard, dtd 12 Jan 16 (S//NF)
(233) NAVCENT Storyboard, dtd 12 Jan 16 (S)
(234) USS ANZIO Storyboard, dtd 13 Jan 16 (S)
(235) Navy Exploitation Lab Storyboard, dtd 15 Jan 16 (S//NF)
(236) Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape (SERE) 100.1 (Level A) (Screenshot Excerpts) (U//FOOU)
(237) CENTCOM Moderate Risk of Isolation (MRI) Training (Screenshot Excerpts) (U//FOOU)
(238) CENTCOM Theater Training Requirements Snapshot
(239) Media Clips Concerning Farnworth Island
(240) Debriefing (S//NF)
(241) Training Record ICO Gunner #2/Medic/Crewman #2 RCB 802 (U//FOOU)
(242) Training Record ICO Gunner #2/Crewman #2 RCB 805 (U//FOOU)
(243) Training Record ICO Patrol Leader/Boat Captain RCB 805 (U//FOOU)
(244) Training Record ICO Coxswain RCB 802 (U//FOOU)
(245) Training Record ICO Engineer RCB 805 (U//FOOU)
(246) Training Record ICO Coxswain RCB 805 (U//FOOU)
(247) Training Record ICO Boat Captain RCB 802 (U//FOOU)
(248) Training Record ICO Gunner #1/Crewman #1 RCB 802 (U//FOOU)
(249) Training Record ICO Gunner #1/Crewman #1 RCB 805 (U//FOOU)
(250) Training Record ICO Engineer RCB 802 (U//FOOU)
Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION TO INQUIRE INTO INCIDENT IN THE VICINITY OF FARSÍ ISLAND INVOLVING TWO RIVERINE COMMAND BOATS (RCB 802 AND RCB 805) ON OR ABOUT 12 JANUARY 2016

(256) Coastal Riverine Group ONE Rules of Engagement/Law of Armed Conflict Exam, (RCB 802 Engineer), dtd 13 July 2015
(257) Catalog of Navy Training Courses Course Detail Report for Riverine Combat Skills (Course Identification Number A-062-0020)
(258) Catalog of Navy Training Courses Course Detail Report for Riverine Crewman Course (Course Identification Number A-062-0052)
(259) Catalog of Navy Training Courses Course Detail Report for Riverine Unit Level Leader (Course Identification Number A-062-0053)
(260) Catalog of Navy Training Courses Course Detail Report for Riverine Security Team Member (Course Identification Number A-840-0397)
(261) FIFTH Fleet Theater Training Requirements Tracker (Sep-Nov 2015) (S)
(262) COMUSNAVCENT ltr 5830 N013/019 dtd Feb 16, Subj: Request for Reintegration Debriefing Materials Concerning Farsi Island Incident on or about 12 January 2016
(264) NAVCENT Mission and Posture
(265) OPORD 1000-14, TAB D to Appendix 14 to Annex C